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On the eve of her 50th birthday, bestselling beauty-reserve author and cosmetics industry icon
Bobbi Brown offers expert makeup tips that may redefine beauty for ladies in midlife. A lot more
than 200 full-color photos illustrate her advice.
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Similar to her other books, but nonetheless lovely and informative Bobbi Brown can be an
incredible make-up artist. There are lovely makeovers throughout with explanations of how they
were completed - makeovers that are in fact doable and wearable (no ultra-smokey eye and nude-
invisible lips). Good Basic Information, Nothing at all New or Special I'm only 35, but We am
interested in how exactly to preserve what I have now and continue steadily to age gracefully. I
was thrilled to learn this one, too, though it really is geared to the more mature woman., those in
their 40s and old, but I am in my early 30s but still find the reserve very informative.e.Much like
her other books, Brown's most recent publication takes a holistic method of beauty, covering not
merely skin care and makeup, but also fitness, diet, menopause issues (including bioidentical
hormone replacement a la Suzanne Somers), giving birth in your 40s, cosmetic surgery, age-
appropriate clothes and hair. The best elements of the book are the little tidbits of information
from Bobbi scattered throughout - things she's learned through the entire years - e.. But I
understand that she actually is trying to choose the "whole" approach - not only bits and pieces.
I've seen her individually along with the work of other top names available, and moreso than any
of the others, she has a way of turning the common woman right into a glowing version of herself
and doing so in a way that is easy to reproduce and not over-the-top. The publication also
contains guidance on aging and beauty from several popular sophisticates (Susan Sarandon,
Vera Wang, Vanessa williams, Marcia Gay Harden, etc.g. Got carded a couple weeks ago--for
some cause, I apparently look 25 years less than my age when I use a baseball cap and no
makeup. Otherwise, I'd give this book five stars because of its beautiful content. Regarding her
nourishment section, I didn't trust half of it because I currently follow my own very healthy eating
regimen, which works well for me.. And that, my friends, is evidently the secret.). But, for all those
over 40 females (or younger Brown followers) who want a little life boost without searching like
Ivana Trump, I'd highly recommend adding this publication to your library. A great makeup
tutorial! I have read this book 100 times and keep it with books as an excellent resource of user-
friendly produce up tutorials. I would suggest this to any female who would like to appearance
great. The makeup advice I have utilized, everyday. I gave it 5 celebrities because I believe in the
genre of beauty books that one in tops. The skin repair suggestions include dermatology
methods such as botox, chemical peels & They do not come go we to the 5 superstars. I read
other beauty books. I simply think its great to learn and grab you make-up that you have with
you., etc.. However, none of it informed me enough to take up any of her tips.look younger,
brighter, and more polished. Reed it over and over.This "you but improved" philosophy rings
through in all of her books, including the new Living Beauty. I really like Bobbi Brown's products
and have all of her other books. Living Beauty is usually geared towards a far more "experienced"
reader, i. While much of her suggestions in this book appears to be simply regurgitated from
earlier books, there is some prized information on the different ways that to tackle aging - via
products and/or methods. At this point with time, we are taking risks if we make use of
bioidentical hormones. Five Stars Super!" Bobbi Brown's grooming tips are, for the most part,
practical and easy to check out. Included is normally a chapter on diet which I didn't think was
required from a make-up artist. It's all information we know - nothing fresh there.). All in all, I
respect her approach to beauty, she's always centered on the individual as opposed to the cookie-
cutter appear and is a smart woman. She definitely attracts me as a woman who's aging
gracefully. I like makeup, and I'm in the (ahem) demographic for ... I like makeup, and I'm in the
(ahem) demographic for this book, so I thought I'd be involved with it. But I didn't learn anything
from it. On the one hands, this makes me experience all expert and amazing. But on the various
other, it creates me feel sad that I spent money on the reserve., "Viewing Adam Sandler in the



movie Click I discovered that we shouldn't wish away those annoying tasks.. Real beauty for
mature women This book is as lovely as its promise. I love the way it uses real women of the
Boomer era along with some gorgeous celebrities who've were able to "age gracefully. Interesting
to read in their own phrases how they experienced about the procedure, and if they were happy
with the results, would do it again, etc. I valued the concentrate on authenticity and celebrating a
woman's own style. Everyone in the after pictures was wearing skinny jeans and a blazer with a T-
shirt underneath, whether or not it suited their body or not really. I was also surprised (and
impressed) that she didn't push her very own products -- which really lends credibility to this
attractively produced instruction. My only caveat may be the section on Bioidentical Hormone
Replacement unit Therapy. She covers topics beyond her experience by having experts donate to
the book, which I thought was wise. Bobbi is anti-plastic medical procedures, which I can
appreciate (but question me again about my stance on that in 10 years! It's called existence and
it will go fast enough anyway. I love the content of the book, easy to understand and useful The
book was in good shape however more highlighting than I'd prefer It didn't inspire me to improve
anything. Bobby Brown offers audio skin care/repair, make-up & exercise guidelines.. It is so well
written you could go through it in a single sitting. laser epidermis rejuvenation."I became popular
one celebrity from my rating solely because there's lots of information in right here that is
contained in Bobbi's other books and because its applicability is age-specific (20-somethings
need not apply. Four Stars informative It's very good but not the best thing I've seen on TV It's
very good however, not the best thing I've seen on TV. BRHT sounds like a dream become a
reality, and I would love to utilize it -- but desire there have been more research on the subject.
Among such topics had been menopause, BHRT & natural supplements, none of which added
any fresh information to my knowledge base because these were rather shallow for me. Her head-
to-toe makeovers were disappointing because specific style had not been taken into account.
That is a publication about getting into your own -- not really attempting to mask the inevitable
signs of aging. For me that uniform way of dressing worked only using one of the 4 makeovers,
and it really would not work for me because I don't like that look. Who doesn't respect Bobbi Dark
brown? Lots of great recommendations and techniques. With regard to make-up, she insists on
thick dark eyeliner for everybody, so that it displays, which isn't to my liking. Having said that, it's
way much better than almost everything I've seen.) therefore has tried virtually every alternative
procedure herself to combat maturing, and she also pofiles various other women who have had
these methods done.
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